EXIT REALTY TEXT CODES
SUPPORT

to 85377

ELITE to 85377

Download our Mobile Business Card for
easy access to our Support team, Monday
to Friday, 8am to 6pm ET.

What makes an EXIT Associate ELITE?
Learn about the benefits and technology
included in our upgraded membership
program.

LISTWITHEXIT to 85377

EXITSIGN to 85377

Give potential sellers instant access
to our Expert Marketing Suite video,
demonstrating the power of our digital
strategy to market properties.

Share this text code to show potential
sellers what a prospective buyer will see
and experience when they text in on their
property.

EXIT

MEMBERSHIP

to 85377

Capture and connect with every lead! Our
Smart Signs direct potential buyers to text
in to receive property information instantly
on their mobile device. At the same time,
as the listing agent you automatically
receive the buyers contact information so
you can connect and engage promptly.

to 85377

Share this code with both potential and
existing EXIT associates to show the power
of our Enhanced Mobile Business Card
(available via our ELITE membership),
instantly connecting potential clients to
nearby properties.

ACHIEVER

to 85377

4MM

to 85377

Get instant access to our publication, the
EXIT Achiever. This mobile-friendly version
is a must-read for both EXIT associates and
prospects and is an asset to have in your
recruiting package.

One of the easiest ways to explain the
EXIT Formula! Share our story and our #1
differentiator, sponsoring, with this text code.

APP

PROMPTER

to 85377

to 85377

An easy way to download and share the
EXIT Realty Connect App, available for both
Android and Apple products. Leverage the
power of our technology while on the go
and connect with clients and prospects to
share properties and opportunities.

Affirmations are short, positive statements
written in first person in the present tense.
They describe qualities you aspire to, the
abundance you wish to attract into your
life and so on. Use this code to connect
with Prompter!™, an app which will help
you habitualize the writing of your daily
affirmations.

EXITTV

THINKRESIDUALS

to 85377

to 85377

Looking for promotional and recruiting
material? Use this text code to instantly
share our YouTube channel with prospects
and clients.

This text code provides a link to access
EXIT’s Residuals Calculator to help evaluate
the unlimited income potential of the EXIT
Formula.

OWNEXIT

JOINEXITREALTY

to 85377

to 85377

People interested in owning an EXIT
brokerage can text this code to receive a
phone call from our team who will guide
them to the right person to handle their
inquiry.

People interested in a career with EXIT can
text this code to receive a phone call from
our team who will guide them to the right
person to handle their inquiry.

ITSMYTIME to 85377

SOLUTIONS

EXIT is a company built on human
potential. Use this code to share a video
presentation by Tami Bonnell explaining
our differentiators. It really is our time!

Today’s real estate market is primed for
broker/owners who want their company
to be acquired and for those wishing to
acquire an existing company. Use this
code to share a link to Tami Bonnell’s white
paper on mergers & acquisitions in real
estate brokerage.

LOOKBOOK

to 85377

Get inspired with our curated collection
of images showcasing EXIT Realty offices
across North America.

to 85377

